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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper contains a compact review of current applications of Gabor-based narrow-waisted Gaussian beam algorithms 
to wave propagation and scattering in complex environments. For illustration, we consider a particular example: short-
pulse scattering from moderately rough dielectric interfaces, for which preliminary numerical simulations have been 
obtained previously. These simulations are extended here for more precise assessment of algorithmic accuracy and 
robustness, and are calibrated against independently generated numerical full-wave reference solutions.  Refinements 
include additional parametric studies as well as attempts toward optimization for greater numerical efficiency. 
 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Gaussian beams (GB) have been used traditionally as well-collimated basis elements in a variety of frequency (FD) and 
time domain (TD) high-frequency/short-pulse radiation, propagation and scattering scenarios. In this connection, Gabor 
expansions in the (configuration)-(spectrum) FD or TD phase space provide a self-consistent way to decompose 
extended sources into GB basis functions which can be tracked individually through the complex environment and 
eventually recombined to synthesize the wavefield at the observer. A nonconventional form of the Gabor-based GB 
algorithm, which utilizes narrow-waisted, poorly collimated ray-like GBs, has been shown to yield particularly efficient 
and robust predictions for scattering by, and transmission through, complex configurations irradiated by extended planar 
aperture distributions. In particular, the algorithm has been applied successfully to transmission through arbitrarily 
shaped dielectric layers [1-4], and has been extended recently to scattering from, and transmission through, moderately 
rough dielectric interfaces [5-7]. In the FD, the narrow-waisted GB basis functions can be tracked effectively via the 
complex source point (CSP) technique, which reduces the computationally intensive complex ray tracing for collimated 
GB propagation and scattering to quasi-real ray tracing, without the failure of strictly real ray field algorithms in caustic 
and other transition regions.   In this paper, we review some current applications of Gabor-based narrow-waisted GB 
algorithms in forward scattering problems, with particular emphasis on short-pulse scattering from the moderately rough 
surface bounding a dielectric halfspace.  
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LISTING OF PREVIOUS APPLICATIONS 
 
Aperture Radiation 
 
Systematic investigation of both rigorous and approximate (paraxially asymptotic) Gabor-based GB parameterizations 
of time-harmonic wavefields radiated by large truncated plane aperture field distributions with time-harmonic excitation 
has been carried out in [8] (1-D apertures, 2-D fields) and [9, 10] (2-D apertures, 3-D fields). The asymptotic narrow-
waisted GB FD syntheses in [8-10] have recently been extended to pulsed excitations [11, 12] leading to closed-form 
pulsed beam (PB) representations in terms of rapidly-computable analytic functions. Accuracy assessments have been 
formalized analytically in terms of critical nondimensional estimators, and calibrated against independently generated 
rigorous numerical reference solutions. 
 
Propagation Through Layered Media  
 
The aperture-excited time-harmonic Gabor-based narrow-waisted GBs have been propagated through planar and curved 
dielectric layers by Maciel and Felsen [1, 2], using a quasi-real ray tracing procedure to track the individual basis beams 
through the environment. These algorithms, originally restricted to 2-D geometries and time-harmonic excitation, have 
recently been extended to full 3-D (vector) configurations [3], and also to pulsed excitation for the simplest 2-D case of  
a single planar layer [4]. 
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Fig. 1. (a): Short-pulse rough surface scattering: problem geometry. (b): Schematic representation, on the local Gabor lattice, of the 
reflected beam axes along the surface profile.  
 
 
ROUGH SURFACE SCATTERING 
 
Extension of the Gabor-based NW GB algorithms in [1, 2] to scattering from, and transmission through, moderately 
rough  1-D dielectric interfaces has been explored in [5] for time-harmonic excitation and, subsequently, in [6] for 
pulsed excitation. Applications to 2-D surfaces (3-D fields) is in progress [7]. In what follows, we focus on the short-
pulse scattering from 1-D dielectric interfaces, for which detailed calibration results are presented, and computational 
issues are discussed. The problem geometry is depicted in Fig. 1a, which shows a TM-polarized incident field, 
generated by a pulsed planar aperture field distribution of width d at Az z= , impinging from free space onto a 
homogeneous dielectric half-space of relative permittivity rε  and electric conductivity σ , bounded by a moderately 
rough interface ( )z h x= . The y-directed incident field is assumed to be well-approximated by an amplitude-tapered 
quasi-plane-wave ( ) ( ) ( )1, ,i

B Be x z t g x p t c z−≈ − , where ( )p t  is a pulse of length T d c  (with c denoting the free-

space wavespeed),  ( )g ⋅  is the amplitude taper profile, ( ),B Bx z  are the incident beam coordinates and ( ),A Axθ  denote 
the tilt angle of the radiated beam relative to the z-axis and its spatial displacement, respectively; parameters are chosen 
so that the illumination tapers to zero and vanishes for 2x d≥   (Fig. 1a). The forward scattering model, detailed in [6], 
is based on the Kirchhoff Physical Optics (PO) approximation, and is restricted to moderate roughness and slightly 
lossy soils. The PO “equivalent current”, which generates the reflected field, is first parameterized in the FD in terms of 
x-domain discretized m-indexed Gabor basis functions with narrow width L, centered on the Gabor lattice points 

mx mL= ; these initial conditions generate narrow-waisted, quasi-ray, complex-source-point GBs propagating along the 
local reflection directions (Fig. 1b). For Rayleigh (i.e., differentiated Gaussian) pulses, the resulting time domain 



analytic Fourier inversion integral for the PB propagators can be approximated in terms of rapidly computable closed 
form expressions that involve confluent hypergeometric functions [6, Sec. IV-B], yielding the following approximate 
PO-PB expansion for the y-directed reflected electric field, 
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In (1), r
mb  are the PB propagators; the Gabor expansion coefficients  r

mc and the time delay 
mt  are determined 

approximately by sampling the TD-PO surface current profile at the lattice points
mx mL=  in Fig. 1b. Formally 

analogous expressions are found for the transmitted field [6, Sec. IV-C]. 
 
RESULTS 
 
The PO-PB synthesis in (1) has been validated and calibrated against a rigorous numerical reference solution [6, Sec. V-
A] through several hundred numerical experiments with various combinations of the simulation parameters. Typical 
results are summarized in Table 1 in terms of a (normalized) r.m.s. error re∆  (see [6, Sec. V-C]). Fairly accurate 
syntheses are observed for moderate roughness, short pulses, and non-grazing incidence. In these simulations, the 
number of beams 

bN d L= in (1) was arrived at using the pragmatic “scrambling” criterion discussed in [6]. The 
calibrated range of applicability of the algorithm, based on these simulations for different combinations of problem 
parameters, is summarized in Table 2. In this range, reasonably accurate predictions ( 20 dBre∆ < − on average) can be 
expected. As noted from (1), the computational burden of the PB expansion is ( )bO N . A straightforward non-optimized 
implementation typically requires computing times of about 10 ms per space-time field sample on a 700 MHz PC, with 
negligible memory requirements. However, for computing an entire waveform at a fixed observation point, as required 
in many practical applications, the field computation can be significantly optimized by taking advantage of the structure 
of the PB propagators (see [6, Sec. IV-B]) to compute the time-independent parts only once. Typical computing times 
for both straightforward and optimized implementations are summarized in Table 3; average savings of about one order 
of magnitude are observed. For the same problem, typical computing times for our reference solution are on the order of 
5 min. on average. 
 
 
Table 1. Geometry as in Fig. 1, with cosine-tapered aperture field distribution ( 0.1Az = ) and 4-th order Rayleigh-pulse time 

dependence. Typical r.m.s. errors for various combinations of relevant parameters.  The normalized r.m.s. errors re∆ are based on 
average values for a set of 9 numerical experiments at different observation points (where the field is significantly nonzero) in the 
near, intermediate and far zone. The number of beams was arrived at using the “scrambling” criterion in [6].   
  

Max 
Slope 

cT d  Aθ  rε  σ  
[S/m] 

re∆  
[dB] 

35° 0.1 0 4 0.01 -31 
30° 0.2 30° 3 0.03 -28 
40° 0.08 10° 4.5 0.02 -22 
25° 0.1 35° 6 0.06 -33 
30° 0.8 20° 5 0.05 -17 
50° 0.3 40° 3.5 0.08 -14 

 
 

Table 2. Calibrated range of applicability of our algorithm. 
 

Parameter Calibrated 
range 

Max slope 35° 
cT d  0.3≤  

Aθ  30≤ °  

rε  [1.5,10] 

σ  max 00.05 rω ε ε<  



Table 3. Typical computing times for the PO-PB reflected field synthesis in (1) for various numbers of beams, based on average 
running times over a 1000-sample waveform at a fixed observation point, using a 700 MHz PC. 
 

Computing time [secs] 
bN  

Not optimized Optimized 
25 0.9 0.1 
50 1.9 0.17 

100 3.7 0.32 
200 7.7 0.56 
400 15.1 0.89 

 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
A compact review of current applications of Gabor-based narrow-waisted GB algorithms for wave propagation and 
scattering in complex environments has been provided. For the problem of short-pulse scattering from moderately rough 
dielectric interfaces, additional parametric studies have been presented, which constitute an important refinement of the 
investigation in [6], and provide a sharper assessment of accuracy, range of applicability, and computational costs.  
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